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“Shut up in a crypt there's a man lost in the dusk 

He's got a dull empty look, his mind is hidden in his past 

they call him “Vegetable Man”, but he's looking for a place... 

a place that he will never find....lost in time....... 

A Galaxies explosion, a Black Hole expanding 

an ancient mysterious face reflected in the mirror 

Who's that man in the dark? 

The Vision inside his eyes, the despair inside his heart…crazy.......crazy....... 

When I was a child I saw the moon inside my eyes 

the wind was cold and biting, I was dragged in its Light 

tell me, who's the Man in the dark? 

Is it me? Him? Is it Jesus Christ? Is it the shadow of God? 

 

I feel the call of the desert of my soul, I walk along the rivers of my blood 

 

The flames of Apocalypse burn down the world 

the screams of the people, the crash of the broken glass 

Alone...Alone....Alone in the dark.......The Angel of death kills with my hands 

Just me and you in the shadow of God…Just me and you and the beat of our hearts.... 

Who's the man in the dark? Who are you, man in the dark? 

Just me and you, man in the dark...just me and you and the beat of one heart.... 

 

I feel the call of the desert of my soul, I walk along the rivers of my blood 

under the Pyramids waterfalls of Light,‘cross the dune, looking 4 the secret of my life 

 

So tell me the Truth… tell me who are you…. 

Tell me about the chains locking up my wings... 

Tell me the Truth....'cause I want to know...Am I a sinner? Am I a Saint? 

Is it mine the blame for all this pain? Is it mine the shame for all this hate? 

Forgive me....forgive me...Stop my rage.......stop my rage... 

....use myself as your guinea pig….Give me pain.......all the pain....... 

Leave me alone in the dark, and I will show you the Light of my heart....... 

 

I feel you God...I feel you God....out of the flames.......far from the chains....... 

 

I feel the call of the desert of my soul, I walk along the rivers of my blood 

under the Pyramids waterfalls of Light,‘cross the dune, looking 4 the secret of my life 

Under the Pyramids the waterfalls of life,across the dune, immersed in the Light.......” 
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